
 
 

VECTORWORKS 2023 SOFTWARE TOP FEATURES 
 

TOP FEATURES 
 
Offset Edge Tool: The new Offset Edge tool lets you offset edges and edge loops from 
planar and non-planar faces. The Offset Edge tools also includes the automatic 
Push/Pull mode which can also be used on non-planar faces of 3D objects, giving you 
more flexibility in your creative process and reducing the steps to model unique 3D 
solid objects.  
 
Home Screen: Getting started with Vectorworks is easier than ever with the new Home 
Screen. You’ll find a single source for training, learning, product messaging and growth 
opportunities. It’s designed to help new designers get started and provide resources to 
more designers to improve their skills or learn something new.  
 
New Shaded Rendering Options: The Shaded Render Mode supports more light 
objects, glow textures, environmental lighting and reflections meaning you’ll have a 
real-time preview for a better understanding of your project while designing and ensure 
better quality rendering output.  
 
Faster Generation of Section Viewports: Streamline your documentation workflow 
with improvements to Section Viewports. These will now take advantage of the 
Vectorworks Graphics Module, moving calculations and processing to the background. 
You’ll see viewport updates that are up to six times faster and be able to continue 
working on other tasks at the same time. 
 
Cloud Presentation Improvements 
Improvements to Cloud Presentations will provide more freedom to create and 
customize boards and virtual tours in Vectorworks Cloud Services. In virtual tours, 
you’ll find added compatibility with various file types, such as 3D models, videos, 
images, PDFs and the ability to create text and hyperlink-based pins. Put Vectorworks 
Cloud Services to work to share your design and impress your clients. 
 
Redshift for Everyone 
Vectorworks 2023 takes full advantage of Maxon's Redshift Everywhere initiative that 
puts Redshift render styles within reach of all customers, regardless of the type of 
hardware you're using. No longer limited to just a computer's GPU, Redshift will now 
instead utilize your computer's CPU for processing requirements. 
 
 



 
 
Data Tags Enhancements 
Gain greater efficiency in Vectorworks 2023 with more control of creating and 
customizing data tags. Intuitively find and change data tag object associations, display 
varying units per instance as needed and define a scale for use in sheet layers or in 
design layers. 
 
INTEROPERABILITY  
 
Improved Collaboration with Revit Files: New Revit file import options in Vectorworks 
2023 give you more flexibility when collaborating with consultants and clients using 
Revit. Now, Vectorworks will support the translation of more Revit object types and 
provide better organization of the imported file data making it easier to design your 
project within the context of existing information. You can also reference a Revit file 
directly for a better collaborative workflow.  
 
IFC Import Improvements: Experience faster, more reliable results when working with 
IFC files. Collaborate more effectively with faster imports and the ability to import from 
more applications. You’ll have greater control of imported files with new options to filter 
objects upon import. You’ll also have access to class, story and criteria-based mapping 
for alignment with your Vectorworks file organization.  
 
Customizable DWG Import/Export Options 
Exchanging DWG and DXF files is essential to your workflows, and with this new 
collection of user-friendly import/export improvements, you’ll spend less time cleaning 
up your imported base files or your exports. You’ll be able to customize which items and 
layers are exported in your file through the new, simplified export dialog. And when 
importing, you’ll be able to easily select which layers and objects to include. 
 
AEC AND LANDSCAPE FEATURES 
 
Graphic Legends: Save time and reduce errors with the Graphic Legends tool. You’ll 
find a smart tool that completely removes the manual process of creating graphic 
legends. It automatically coordinates with the resources you’ve used, giving you an easy 
editing and customization process to ensure the accuracy of legends and drawing keys 
for documentation.  
 
Direct Modeling for Door and Windows: Gone are the days of tediously defining the 
parameters of these building objects. With direct modeling and editing for Doors and 
Windows, you can now create and edit doors and windows by simply drawing a  
 



 
 
rectangle on the face of the wall in 3D or a line spanning the opening in 2D. And you can 
easily edit doors and windows using the same process as the familiar reshape tool. 
 
Folding Door and Window Configurations: The new folding door and window 
configurations can now accommodate a custom number of leaves and sashes. These 
additions will save you time and help you quickly create and manage common multiple 
folding door and window configurations without needing to custom model them 
yourself.  
 
Improved BIM Issue Management: Experience better, faster and more accurate BIM 
collaboration using BIM Collaboration Format (BCF) files. The BCF Manager is now a 
web palette that can be kept open so you can seamlessly and efficiently manage model 
changes with cloud-based collaboration tools.  
 
Elevation Benchmark: See better change management of BIM models and faster 
drawing creation with improvements to elevation benchmarks. In the latest version of 
Vectorworks, elevation benchmarks will now connect to Story Levels and are 
automatically created in Section and Elevations viewports. The new elevation 
benchmarks are symbol-based, making graphics more customizable to fit your needs.  
 
Structural Member Styles: Improvements to the Structural Member objects brings the 
ability to “style” a structural member so its parameters can be saved, edited and reused 
by you or your teammates. Gain better control of your modeling workflow when 
exploring design options or when a change is required.  
 
Wall Improvements: With improvements to Wall tools, you’ll gain efficiency with a more 
intuitive workflow and more accurate graphic output. These improvements include 
combining the Wall and Round Wall tools, more consistent ways to create and edit walls 
and better control for texture mapping and inserting objects into walls.  
 
Powerful Data Reporting Additions: Easily create detailed reports and quantity 
takeoffs for building objects using a new set of reporting functions. With these 
improvements, you’ll be able to produce highly accurate reports for walls, slabs, roofs 
and railing/fence objects and their defining components.  
 
Site Grading Improvements: Spend less time on grading plans and terrain modeling 
and have more time to design. Improvements to Vectorworks’ site grading capabilities 
with new Site Modifiers modes like “Aligned,” “Pathway Path” and “Boundary Path” will 
allow site designers to create more complex grading projects with new ways to account  
 



 
 
for proper drainage, vehicular/pedestrian use and better control via contour drawing 
and editing.  
 
New Georeferencing Settings and Referenced File Support: Vectorworks’ GIS and 
georeferencing integrations make file collaboration simpler by automatically placing 
referenced files using GIS setting from a master document. New GIS Settings and 
Coordinates also allow you to note your preferred method of coordinate entry, so you 
can incorporate georeferencing data more accurately.  
 
Laubwerk Plant Objects: Breathe new (plant) life into your designs with the integration 
of Laubwerk Plant objects. You’ll have access to a new library of 3D plant objects that 
have varying levels of detail, seasonable changes and growth representations — ready 
for you to integrate into your Plant styles or on their own. Add better 3D plant 
representation for visualization and collaboration while maintaining manageable file 
sizes.  
 
Hedgerow Tool and Object: With Vectorworks Landmark 2023, you can easily specify 
and model hedgerows — mixed or single species. Seamlessly apply hedges to the site 
model surface in both 2D and 3D views, quantify by linear unit and simultaneously 
illustrate them at mature spread and height.  
 
Send to Surface Improvements 
Save time moving objects to surfaces with Send to Surface improvements. You'll be able 
to send objects to a site model surface or another finished surface, such as a hardscape 
or landscape area, saving you time in your 3D site modeling process and providing the 
tools for creating a more accurate model. 
 
Additional Site Modeling Commands in Architect: Shape your project’s site more 
accurately than ever with a full suite of site modeling tools now in Vectorworks 
Architect. You’ll have access to site modeling commands, including pad and contour 
modifier, surface sculpting and Create Retaining Wall Site Modifier and more.  
 
Marionette Object Styles 
Easily create and update custom Marionette objects used in your files with Marionette 
Object Styles. Marionette can now be set as "styled objects" so they can be quickly 
found in the Resource Manager. This makes it easier to use these objects once, and it’s 
faster to duplicate them and share the styles between files and team members. 
 
Expanded Data Manager Capabilities 
 



 
 
The Data Manager’s capabilities are being expanded to improve its usability. You can 
now search, filter and select multiple data sets for editing. A new “copy mapping from” 
button lets you copy/paste data mappings from one object to another. You can also 
create and manage custom data sets within the Data Manager itself. With these 
additions, the Data Manager is more predictable and easier to use when creating and 
managing all types of data. 
 
ENTERTAINMENT FEATURES 
 
Cable Planning Enhancements: Experience faster cable planning and configuration 
with the latest upgrades. You can now define the entry and exit of cables in a cable run, 
and the new Property View tab in the Power Planning palette will allow for easier 
selection and editing of objects in your model. Additionally, updates to the cable path 
now allow reporting of all associated cables to a Data Tag for easier documentation. 
 
Spotlight Quality Improvements and Enhancements 
Get peace of mind with Vectorworks 2023 and the newest improvements and 
enhancements to Vectorworks Spotlight. We've worked to address some common 
workflow issues with lighting devices and worksheet functions. These updates mean 
easier drawing and more precise designs, leaving you more time to focus on your 
creative process. 
 
Rigging Workflow Improvements: Rigging design and planning is easier in 
Vectorworks Spotlight 2023. Better integration between hoist and bridle objects allows 
for more consistent and manageable documentation, and two-leg bridle behaviors have 
been updated for consistency. Also, increased control over the now symbol-based truss 
cross object will ease a significant portion of your workflow.  
 
ConnectCAD Workflow Improvements: Significant workflow ConnectCAD 
improvements in Vectorworks 2023 include more intuitive class structing and 
assignment, the ability to specify device locations in a schematic layout for more 
automated equipment lists, the ability to add project devices to the database and more 
intelligent choice list generation. Each improvement will make it easier to find what you 
need and quickly generate accurate documentation.  
 
ConnectCAD Adapter Object: Find more accurate representation and reporting of your 
schematic design components with the new ConnectCAD Adapter tool. When the new 
adapter object is attached to a device socket, it converts the connecter types and signal 
types and matches the socket orientation. Circuits now automatically draw themselves  
 



 
 
according to the adaptor’s direction, decreasing the amount of manual work and 
ensuring accurate reporting.  
 
ConnectCAD Cable Riser Diagrams: Updates to the ConnectCAD tool are designed to 
provide a faster and more accurate way to create cable riser diagrams and reports. The 
new ability to generation cable riser diagrams will allow you to produce documentation 
familiar to electrical contractors, so you can get faster responses to on-site changes 
and quickly evaluation costs.  
 
ConnectCAD Socket Editing: ConnectCAD 2023 introduces the new ConnectCAD Socket 
Editing feature, providing two new and faster ways of addressing socket issues with 
your devices, saving you significant time when making minor edits.  
 
 
 
 


